
Semi automatic pistol FN Herstal 509 9x19mm BLK/BLK
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18802-Semi-automatic-pistol-FN-Herstal-509-9x19mm-
BLK-BLK

SKU Designation RGA French Law Caliber Shots Trigger Barrel (cm) Length (cm) Width (cm) MSRP

FN006 FN 509 9x19 - BLK/BLK BF316 B 9 x 19  18  D.A.  10.16  18.79  3.43  849.00 € incl. tax

The FN 509® is based on the proven FNSTM COMPACT architecture.
FN made internal and external modifications to meet the rigorous performance criteria of MHS requirements
and developed the FN 509 ® 

Semi-automatic pistol with launched striker (stryker) 17+1 shots.
Double Action Trigger
Fully ambidextrous controls
Military grade forged and cold hammered stainless steel barrel
Slide easily pulls back to accommodate combat sights
External extractor; loaded chamber indicator
Improved grip texture that allows for faster shot tracking in all conditions.
MIL-STD-1913 Accessory Mounting Rail

Comes with: 2 interchangeable grip backs, 2 17-round magazines, locking device & soft pistol case with FN
logo.

 

Main Features :

1. Advanced Design:

Semi-automatic pistol with fired striker.
Double action operation for optimal responsiveness.
Adjustable starting weight from 2.49 to 3.49 kg for personalized adaptation.
Fully ambidextrous controls for total versatility.
Military grade barrels guaranteeing exceptional reliability.

2. Precision Cannon:

Cold hammered forged stainless steel barrel.
Muzzle chamfer with recessed countersinking for increased precision.

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site

https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18802-Semi-automatic-pistol-FN-Herstal-509-9x19mm-BLK-BLK
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Polished chamber and fuel rail ensuring smooth operation.

3. Performance Slide:

Easily retractable slide on the rear to accommodate combat sights.
External extractor and loaded chamber indicator for optimal safety.
Improved front and rear cocking serrations for easier handling.

4. Robust Charger:

Low-friction pusher for smooth loading.
Polymer base with black finish, ensuring durability and style.

5. Ergonomic Carcass:

Improved grip texture allows for rapid follow-up of shots in all conditions.
Interchangeable grip backs for a custom fit.
MIL-STD-1913 accessory mounting rail for extensive customization.

6. Intuitive Operating Controls:

Fully ambidextrous bolt catch lever for easy handling.
Magazine stopper for convenient loading management.

Offering an exceptional combination of precision, reliability and versatility, this semi-automatic pistol
redefines performance standards. Experience functional excellence with every shot.

 

Delivered with :

Two interchangeable grip backs
Two magazines (17 rounds)
User Manual
Locking device
Soft pistol case with FN Herstal logo

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


